Medina Bath Seats and Boards
Fixing and Maintenance Instructions
4. Fitting Bath Seats

N.B. This equipment must be installed by a competent installer/ technician.

4.1.

Firstly, ensure that the base of the bath is free from grease or any form of obstruction .and is
perfectly clean.

VR127/VR128/VR129

Medina Bath Seat

30st (190 kg) weight limit

4.2.

Take the bath seat and dampen the four suction pads on the underside of the seat (see fig. 3).

VR116/VR117/VR118

Medina Bath Board

25st (154kg) weight limit

VR124/VR125/VR126

Medina Shower Board

25st (154kg) weight limit

4.3.

Place the bath seat onto the base of the bath (normally at the opposite end to the taps) with the
slats of the seat traversing the width of the bath.

4.4.

Push down firmly on the flaps ensuring that all four flaps make full contact with the base of the bath
(see fig. 4)

UDo notUU exceed the weight limit stated – doing so could put the user at UriskUU.

VR127/VR128/VR129

VR124/VR125/VR126

VR116/VR117/VR118

1. All Bath Seats, Bath Boards and Shower Boards
Please examine your product for any visible damage before using/ installing. If you see any damage or suspect a
fault, please do not use, but contact your supplier.

2. Cleaning
Only use a mild detergent or disinfectant, never use an abrasive cleaner. You may autoclave all Medina products up to a
temperature of 85oC. Always ensure that you wipe dry all equipment and treat joints with a water dispersing agent, e.g.
WD40 after
washing.

3. Fitting Bath and Shower Boards
3.1

Turn the board over with the cleats facing upwards (see fig. 1)

4.5.

Check that the bath seat is secure by trying to lift the seat without disengaging the flaps

Always check the tightness of the board before each use
Always repeat the installation every time the board is removed
Should you wish to remove the bath seat for any reason, this can be done by simply lifting the ears of the 4
suction caps (see fig. 5), this will cause the suction to be released. To refit, repeat the fitting instructions above.

5. Cleaning

3.2
3. 3
3.4
3.5
3.6

3.7

Loosen off the wing nuts holding the wing nuts holding the cleats in position (see fig. 2)
Turn the board over so that the slats are facing upwards.
Place the board over the bath traversing its width.
Reach underneath the board and push both cleats outwards evenly until they are
gripping the wall of the bath.
Tighten off the wing nuts. N.B. It is only necessary to tighten the wing nuts finger tight.
Do not overtighten them as this can cause the threaded brass insert to come lose, which
could cause the product to fail.
Double check the cleats are friction tight to the wall of the bath before use.
Always check the tightness of the board before each use
Always repeat the installation every time the board is removed
Always make sure the correct width of board is installed to suit the bath onto which it is to be fitted.

The Medina range of Bath Seats should be cleaned using a non-abrasive
cleaner or mild detergent with a soft cloth only. Abrasive cleaners
e.g. AJAX and/ or abrasive cleaning pads will seriously damage the
product beyond repair and should not be used. Always ensure that you
wipe dry the equipment after cleaning.

6. Reissue
If you reissue or are about to reissue this product, please thoroughly check all components for their safety.
This includes:
•
Tightness of all nuts/bolts/castors and other screw in/bolt in/push in components.
•
Also check all upholstery (if applicable) for security, splits, exposed staples, etc.
If in any doubt, please do not issue or use, but immediately contact your supplier for service support.

7. Important Information
The information given in this instruction booklet must not be taken as forming part of or establishing any
contractual or other commitment by Aidapt Bathrooms Limited, Aidapt (Wales) Ltd or Aidapt Ltd or its agents
or its subsidiaries and no warranty or representation concerning the information is given.

8. Maintenance
Please make a safety check of the product at regular intervals or if you have any concerns.

